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1Merle Norman
Keep lips smooth and supple with Merle Norman’s Plush Lipstick, 
loaded with vitamin F, hyaluronic acid and shea butter. Pictured in 
Arty. Suggested Retail Price: $22, merlenorman.com

2 Jane Iredale
Formulated with a blend of antioxidant-rich moringa oil, Triple Luxe 
Long Lasting Naturally Moist Lipstick off ers a subtle scent of 
Tahitian vanilla and blackberry encased in a rose gold bullet tube with 
magnetic closure. Pictured in Ella. SRP: $35, janeiredale.com

3Bodyography
The longwearing demi-matte Fabric Texture Lipstick is a lightweight 
gluten-free formula, formulated with hydrating jojoba, powder pigments 
and coconut oil to produce a soft , blurred matte veil. Pictured in 
Velvet. SRP: $25, bodyography.com

4 Jill Stuart
Featuring a built-in mirror on the cap and inspired by the gentle touch 
and subtle hues of flower petals, Lip Blossom Velvet comes together

to create a sheer but buildable appearance. Rosemary, avocado, almond 
and lavender oils are infused with a light floral scent to nourish lips. 
Pictured in Pure Pink. SRP: $24, jillstuartbeautyusa.com

5 Japonesque
One stroke of one of Japonesque’s 12 luxe shades of Kumadori 
Lipstick will deliver bold, full coverage. Signature silk powder and 
Tsubaki oil mesh to produce a hydrated satin finish. Pictured in Silk. 
SRP: $22, japonesque.com

6Clove + Hallow
The PETA-certified vegan and cruelty-free Lip Crème, pictured in 
Blooming, distributes even color while organic jojoba and castor 
oil work together to replenish and hydrate the lips. SRP: $20, 
cloveandhallow.com

7Moira Beauty
24 creamy hues of Moira’s Defiant Lipstick will have your customers 
covered from bold to nude with a soft , satin finish. Pictured in Haute 
Pink. SRP: $8, moirabeauty.com ■

LIPSTICKS A PLENTY
Give your customers a wide variety of color and personality to express 

themselves with this array of distinctive lipsticks.
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